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Abstract 

I will discuss emergent opportunities at the intersection of soft materials and advanced electron microscopy. 

Our systems include suspensions of nanoparticles that crystallize into superlattices, polymer membrane that 

develop nanomorphology following “morphogenesis”, and the ever-fluctuating proteins molecules, which 

are all imaged directly for the first time at nanometer resolution in a function-relevant environment. A series 

of electron microscopy (e.g., liquid-phase TEM, electron tomography, STEM) and image analysis methods 

are optimized for the highly-sensitive and low contrast soft materials. The materialized opportunities cover 

a wide range of fundamental questions and applications: the elusive phase transition pathways of nanoscale 

objects complicated by generic discreteness and coupling unique to their sizes, the synthesis‒morphology‒

performance relationship of functional polymeric materials, and the operating mechanism of machines of 

life.  
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